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The action of the Steenrod algebra on the cohomology of a finite //-space has placed several restrictions on the possible spaces which can be finite //"-spaces. It is now known, for example, that the loop space of a finite //-space has no homology torsion. We continue this study here by showing that in the mod 2 cohomology of a finite //-space, every generator of degree 4/e + l is in the image of Sq 2k .
This result has several consequences. For example, if an integer n has dyadic expansion n=2 Sl 
+ •••+2 SL
where O^s^St+i we say n has length I. If 4& + 1 has length / and there is a generator of the mod 2 cohomology of a finite //-space in degree 4& + 1, then there is a generator in degree 2 Z -1. Hence if a finite //-space is highly connected this result implies the non-existence of generators of small length.
Another implication is that there are no 4/e dimensional primitive indecomposables in the mod 2 cohomology of the loop space. Also, all generators of degree 8/2+5 in the cohomology of a finite //-space are in the image of Sq 2 . Throughout this paper it is assumed that all finite //-spaces used in this paper are simply connected and have associative mod 2 homology rings. Under this assumption it is easily shown that finite //-spaces that have no two torsion have primitively generated mod 2 cohomology rings. Hence their structure over the Steenrod algebra is restricted by several results of Thomas [4] . It is therefore more interesting to study finite //-spaces that have two torsion in their homology.
Under these circumstances it was shown that the two torsion is of order at most two and arises from odd degree mod 2 cohomology generators whose cup product is non trivial. In chapter 3 of this paper a structure theorem is given for the action of the Steenrod algebra on these generators. In particular if y is ) . So this theorem restricts the structure of the two torsion which appears in the mod 2 cohomology of a finite //-space.
In chapter four a general Hopf algebra structure theorem for the mod 2 cohomology of a finite //-space is presented. If X is a finite //-space, H*(X; Z 2 ) can be considered a universal object on a certain coalgebra which admits a squaring map. Let R be the set of elements of H*(X; Z 2 ) which have reduced coproduct in f//*(Z; Z 2 )®H*(X; Z 2 ). Note that this is a coalgebra over the Steenrod algebra, and the squaring map £ : H*(X m , Z 2 )-^H*(X m , Z 2 ) in fact restricts to R. Such a coalgebra will be called a coalgebra with squares. Let S(R) be the free commutative algebra on R and let / be the ideal in S(R) generated by elements of the form x z -gx. Then S(R)/I is isomorphic to H*(X; Z 2 } as Hopf algebras over the Steenrod algebra. Hence H*(X; Z z ] has a particularly simple form.
The author is grateful to Alex Zabrodsky and John C. Moore for several useful conversations. The author also thanks the Institute for Advanced Study in Jerusalem for their warm hospitality while work was in progress. Throughout the paper it will be assumed that the reader is familiar with the notation of [2] . §2. Q* k+ i=Sq zk Q zk+1
In this chapter, we prove Q lk+1 = Sq* k Q zk^ for jfe^l. The proof uses several techniques which appear in [2] . 
by Theorem 2.1 (c,_i). Now im /?£?//*, hence this part has no summand in an odd degree. We therefore concentrate on the contribution of (/*(8>/*V*M in //*0im/f in bidegrees (2 s+2 +2z;(s-l)-l, 2 s+2 +2z;(s-l)-l).
Let Since £a=0 for deg a odd, only the first two terms besides <£, .r> 2 can possibly be nonzero.
Step 1 Proof. 6 is a map of Hopf algebras. Because the map
R -> H*(X] Z 2 ) -> QH*(X; Z 2 )
is an epimorphism, 6 is an epimorphism, with kernel ^R. Filter both S(R)/I and H*(X', Z z ] by powers of the augmentation ideal. Then E 0 (S(R)/I) is a primitively generated Hopf algebra on generators R/^R. Since generators of a Borel decomposition of H*(X] Z 2 ) can be chosen in R, E 0 (H*(X°, Z 2 }) is also primitively generated on R/^R. It follows that E Q (d) is an isomorphism. Hence 6 is an isomorphism.
Q.E.D.
